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the last two decades. Indeed, in many ways, it finally answers many of the questions we might ask of US consumer politics. American scholarship has advanced
far more quickly in studies of consumption than in Europe and elsewhere. The
definitive nature of Glickman’s work suggests the study of US consumer activism
is nearly complete. New work in this field will take inspiration from Glickman
but is more likely to be directed to other countries, not only in Europe but the
wider world.
University of Birmingham					

Matthew Hilton

Sensibility and the American Revolution. By Sarah Knott (Chapel Hill: The University of North Carolina Press, 2009. xiii plus 338 pp.).
In Sensibility and the American Revolution, Sarah Knott sets for herself the task
of explaining the explosion of sensibility in the second half of the eighteenth
century. To complete that task, Knott must follow the complicated, subtle, and
multi-layered subject that is the sentimental project. It is a wonderful journey. In
the book, Knott provides a luminous, crisply written intellectual history of the
inhabitants of North America in the Revolutionary period who sought to change
their society and themselves by positioning themselves as thinking and sensing
beings. As these sensible actors realized their personal and societal connections
and linked the individual inexorably with society, they became the agents of
the change they formulated. For them, the state and the sensible self went hand
in hand. For Knott, however, the sentimental project had deeper implications.
Rather than accept the prevailing argument that the proponents of the American sentimental project sat on the peripheries of both empire and sensibility,
Knott argues that they sat closer to the center and, as a result, were crucial to the
development of a trans-Atlantic notion of sensibility, the struggle against British
imperialism, and the foundation of the new country. In the process, Knott gives
us a powerful way of analyzing the development of the creation of the American
identity in all its forms.
Knott starts by offering a definition of sensibility, which is no simple task. If
culture is one of the three or four hardest words in the English language to define, sensibility must be high on the list. To compress Knott’s subtle analysis only
flattens its complexities, but suffice to say that Knott describes sensibility as an
awareness of the connections between one’s mind and body. At the same time,
the sensible self reflected on one’s place in the world, and sensible people saw
how they interacted with others. They understood that these interactions, and
their perceptions of self in the community, shaped the society they inhabited.
Knott concentrates on the connection between the sensible self and society
because it emerged most markedly at the same time that Revolutionaries struggled for independence and then wrote and debated the Constitution. She examines these overlapping subjects by developing four themes across three roughly
chronological sections. First, the sentimental project was an anglicizing process
through which colonists constructed a “shared transatlantic culture of sensibil-
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ity” that flowed between Britain and the North American mainland colonies
(24). Colonists, however, were trying to reconcile their particular sense of Britishness with the Britain that ruled the empire, a paradox that ultimately drove
them from the Britain. Second, the process of anglicization required people to
draw on literature and sources produced throughout the Atlantic world, making the process British, and colonial, but with a trans-Atlantic twist. Third, the
sentimental project flourished largely among the middling sort and elites, but it
influenced much of the rest of society. Fourth, as much as sensibility molded the
perspectives of the men who fought the British and ruled the new country, it
informed the decisions of sensible men at war.
In the first section of the book, Knott outlines the trans-Atlantic history of
sensibility by studying the history of print culture and the increase in medical
literature in late-colonial Philadelphia, a city at the hub of the Middle Atlantic
and, thus, at the center of the growing literature of sensibility. Printers such as
Robert Bell increasingly published and disseminated the work of physicians such
as Benjamin Rush, who described how a person’s network of nerves connected
one’s mind to one’s body and implied how a similar set of connections linked each
individual in society. Men like Bell and Rush helped create a vital conduit for the
anglicizing literature on which the project of the sensible self drew inspiration.
In the second section, Knott describes how Revolutionaries infused the
movement for independence with the rhetoric and morality of sensibility. They
turned a trans-Atlantic trend into an American construct and used the rhetoric
to soften the radicalism that characterized aspects of the Revolutionary movement. That language also helped the sensible men who waged war come to grips
with actions they deemed otherwise insensible. Revolutionaries invoked this
perspective as they linked the physical body with the body politic they were
constructing, making the sentimental project a powerful answer to the question
of home rule. Sensibility took on a facet of pragmatism after the war as people
debated who should rule the body politic at home. The sentimental project made
one answer to that question, the Constitution, both a paean to individuality as
much as a pillar of community interconnectivity.
In the third section, Knott recounts changes in the sentimental project after
ratification, when the group who supported it began to disagree over how the
government under it should behave. Socially, people began to invoke sensibility
in their discussions of women’s rights, national politics in the Untied States, slavery, and the French Revolution. But part of the change in the project, however,
was also the reaction to it, indicating that the sentimental project had gained
enough credibility and stability to be something people reacted against. In the
end, the sensibility brewed in the crucible of the American Revolution and fully
articulated in the writing and debate over the Constitution became an authoritative trend that, Knott concludes, likely sat more at the center than historians
have previously believed.
Knott has certainly produced a masterful book, but her subtle analysis raises
at least as many questions as it answers. For example, Knott focuses on Philadelphia and draws on material for other parts of the mainland colonies, but the questions she asks could be asked of other regions under Britain’s dominion. What
of the sentimental project in the British West Indies, or in cities such centers as
Glasgow or Edinburgh, two centers that had a great impact on colonial North
Americans? Despite these triflings, Sarah Knott has written a book which will, in
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short order, show us a new way of examining the foundation of American society
and culture.
Cleveland State University 				

Thomas J. Humphrey

The Ends of Life. Roads to Fulfilment in Early Modern England. By Keith
Thomas (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2009. xvi plus 393 pp.).
Keith Thomas’s new book, based on his Ford Lectures delivered at Oxford in
2000, is a wonderfully rich survey of the cultural landscape of early modern England. Written with humanity and insight, it is a delight to read and an ideal
introduction. With over ninety pages of endnotes, it also provides scholars with
a happy hunting-ground. Six wide-ranging chapters explore a number of ‘ends’military prowess, work and vocation, wealth and possessions, honour and reputation, friendship and sociability, and fame and the afterlife. Tracing shifts over the
period, they chart the transformation of ‘friendship’ from vertical to primarily
horizontal ties, and its gradual separation from family and kin, changes in the
nature and expectations of marriage, the emergence of new forms of sociability
(coffee-house, club, tea-party), and the development of ‘taste’ in the acquisition
of material goods and furnishings, along with much else. Thomas is fully aware
of the conceptual and evidential problems inherent in his project. How far can
we speak of individuality in the early modern period? How far were people conscious of the possibility, let alone propriety, of seeking a personal fulfilment? Elite
families generally subordinated individual wishes to the interest of the family
as a whole, and its lineage. Jacobean satirists and dramatists such as Ben Jonson thought primarily in terms of ‘character’ types. Even spiritual autobiography
quickly assumed a generic form, with writers tracing broadly similar paths from
sinfulness through conversion to grace. But if individuality still had far to go,
Thomas stresses how far it had already come. The conventional discourse urging acceptance of one’s given station in life has to be set against “widespread
evidence of active agency, mobility, self-help, and independence of spirit” (p.41).
To the evidence he adduces we might add the idiosyncratic autobiography of the
Tudor musician Thomas Whythorne, and the deeply personal travails of the Stuart nonconformist Agnes Beaumont. Finding clues to an individual’s inner drives
poses a different kind of problem, especially for the poor and less literate. While
we can trace misbehaviour through court records, there is little direct evidence
on the inner thoughts of the silent and outwardly respectable majority; Quaker
and similar writings, however rich, are highly unrepresentative. The surviving
evidence is weighted heavily towards the social and intellectual elites, and the
book inevitably reflects this, though Thomas does all he can to probe attitudes
lower down the social scale. He acknowledges too the fact that for the poor, life
was bound by constraints that generally left little room to pursue personal ends.
For most, life was about survival and providing for their families. And for women,
especially, it was widely regarded as inappropriate to pursue any personal goal
other than to be a good wife, mother, and neighbour.

